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Simsbury, CT Clohessy, Harris and Kaiser, LLC (CHK) has brought on three new partners to join
James Harris and Richard Kaiser on the senior leadership team. Rodolfo Garcia, Steven Hine and
Hugh Schweitzer bring an extensive combination of talent and experience to the firm which has
strived for over 30 years to serve its clients, both large and small, with design solutions that satisfy
functional needs, elevate the spirit and create inspiring environments. 

Garcia, AIA is a design architect with over 30 years of experience at varying scales in municipal,
educational and corporate projects and has been lead designer for many of the firm’s largest
clients. 

Hine, AIA, LEED AP has more than 30 years of experience and is a state of CT licensed building
official. He has managed design teams delivering several million s/f of new and renovated space for
some of the firm’s largest projects. 

Schweitzer, AIA, LEED AP, with over 25 years of experience as a design architect, has directed
planning and design for the firm and has authored numerous feasibility studies. He has managed
complex projects for a variety of well-respected corporate, municipal, and educational clients. 

Sharing the firm’s focus on providing high quality, cost effective design services, CHK has promoted
Ronald Miller and Christopher Foster to senior associates.

Miller has over 28 years of experience and combines a strong understanding of project management
and construction detailing. He has completed very challenging projects for the firm’s clients in both
the private and public sectors. 

Foster has 22 years of experience. His strong communication and problem solving skills enable him
to manage large design teams and deliver complex projects for the firm’s corporate clients.
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